You may use this lapbook for your personal use.

Please do not make copies of it for anyone else.

If you would like to share it with someone, please direct them to our website so they can download or print it themselves.
Library List:

*The Lewis & Clark Expedition* by Richard L. Neuberger
*Lewis & Clark for Kids* by Janis Herbert
*How We Crossed the West - The Adventures of Lewis & Clark* by Rosalyn Schanzer
*Across America - The Story of Lewis and Clark* by Jacqueline Morley
*Lewis and Clark - Explorers of the American West* by Steven Kroll
*The Lewis and Clark Trail - Then and Now* by Dorothy Hinshaw Patent
*Plants on the Trail with Lewis and Clark* by Dorothy Hinshaw Patent
*Animals on the Trail with Lewis and Clark* by Dorothy Hinshaw Patent

Activities:

Biographies Activity Sheet - Write short biographies about Lewis and Clark.

Louisiana Purchase Activity Sheet - Answer questions about the Louisiana Purchase.

Journey Activity Sheet - Answer questions about the purpose of the expedition.

Explorers Activity Sheet - Who else went on the journey?

Seaman Activity Sheet - Why was having a dog along helpful?

Provisions Activity Sheet - Tell what provisions they took along for their journey.

Methods of Travel Activity Sheet - Tell about all of their methods of travel.

Keel Boat Activity Sheet - Write about the keel boat.

Journal Activity Sheet - Copywork - Write an entry from one of the Captain's journals.

Timeline Activity Sheet - Write down important dates of the expedition.

Mapping the Route Activity Sheet - Draw a map of their route.

Food Activity Sheet - Write about what they ate while on the journey.
Plants Activity Sheet - Draw and write about the plants they saw and recorded.

Animals Activity Sheet - Draw and write about the animals they saw and recorded.

Native Americans Activity Sheet - Write about their experiences with Native Americans.

Travel Information Activity Sheet - Answer questions about the length of the journey.

Entertainment Activity Sheet - Write about their entertainment while they were gone.

Naming Landmarks Activity Sheet - Write how they named things.

Sacajawea Activity Sheet - Answer questions about Sacajawea.
Cut out along outside lines. Fold on dotted lines, so picture is to the outside. Flap the text over the top like a matchbook. On the inside, write a short biography about each Captain.
Before the Louisiana Purchase, what country ruled the land between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains?

Why did they decide to sell the land?

Why did President Jefferson want to buy the land?

What year was it purchased?

How much did it cost?

The Louisiana Purchase
Cut along solid lines. Fold on dotted line so writing is to the outside. Inside each flap, answer the question.

Who sent Lewis and Clark on their journey?

What was the purpose of the expedition?
Who else went on the expedition?

Cut out along outside lines. Fold on dotted line, so text is to the outside. On the inside, write the answer to the question.
Cut out along outside lines. Fold on dotted lines, so the dog is to the outside. On the inside, write about what Seaman's jobs were on the expedition.
Cut out the shape, fold all half circles up on dotted line. On each flap, write some of the provisions they took with them on the expedition.
Cut along the outer edges.
Fold with a fan fold.
Inside, write about how they traveled.
Cut along outside solid lines. Fold on dotted lines so the pictures are to the outside. Inside, write about the keel boat they used.
Cut out all shapes. Make into a book and staple together. Inside, write one of Captain Lewis’ or Captain Clark’s journal entries. You may have to print extra pages.
Cut along the outer edges. Fold with a fan fold on the dotted lines. Inside, fill in the timeline.

Lewis and Clark Timeline
Cut out along outside lines. Fold on dotted lines, so picture is to the outside. Flap the text over the top like a matchbook. On the inside, draw or trace an outline of the United States. Draw Lewis and Clark's route.
Cut out the shapes, put the title page on top, and staple them together in a book. Inside, write about what they ate and how they got their food.
Cut out all shapes and punch holes in each. Stack them up and fasten them together with a brass fastener. They will now be like a fan. On each one, write about and draw a plant that Lewis and Clark wrote saw on their journey.
Cut out all shapes and punch holes in each. Stack them up and fasten them together with a brass fastener. They will now be like a fan. On each one, write about and draw an animal that Lewis and Clark wrote saw on their journey.
Native Americans

Cut out along outside lines. Fold on dotted lines, so text is to the outside. Glue the flaps onto your lapbook. Cut out 6x6 inch squares. On each square, write about Lewis and Clark's experiences with each tribe of Native Americans they encountered. Place inside envelope.
Cut along solid lines. Fold on dotted line so writing is to the outside. Inside each flap, answer the question.
Cut out on outside line. Cut out thick slot. With lines facing down, fold up on each dotted line. Tuck corner into slot. On the inside, write what the men did for entertainment while on the trail.
Cut along the outer edges. Fold with a fan fold. Inside, write about what they named and how they came up with names.
Cut along solid lines. Fold on the outer dotted lines so writing is to the outside. Fold on middle dotted line, so the picture is on the outside. Open up each flap to write about Sacajawea.